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This month's cover picture was submitted by Andre Castle and was taken on 

his fishing trip with Russ 
 

Mike Roberts did the cover picture editing and graphical work. 
 

 
Our new Chairman, Steve "Pedro" Gocher suffers a gyppy tummy after too 

many of Bernies' bacon rolls! 

 
Congratulations also to Andre Castle who has just taken the National Observer 

test and is now qualified as a National Observer. 
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your Committee 
No Calls After 9pm Please 

 

Officers 
Chairman    Steve Gocher   01473 430643 

Secretary     John Sillett    01473 219488 

Treasurer    Bryan Duncan   07879 654122 
 

Committee Members 
Vice Chairman   Martin Drury   07595 277831 

Chief Observer   Karl Hale    01359 241552 

RL & RC Training   Leia Dowsing   07841 699081 

Buddy Co-ordinator   Vicky Smith    01255 830352 

Caring SAM   Brian Ellis    07740 564097 

Group Nights   Trevor Read    07775 594899 

Publicity    Martin Drury   07595 277831 

Publicity Co-ordinator  Glyn Hill    07986 319163 

Discount Scheme   David Arbon    01473 684206 

Webmaster    Mike Roberts   01473 718915 

Magazine Editor   Felix Oliver    07712 649860 
 

Committee Support Members 
Membership Secretary  Linda Barker   01473 327555 

Associate Co-ordinator  Susan Smith    01206 251946 

Admin Support   Sara Hale    01359 241552 
 

National Observers 
Mike Roberts 01473 718915 David Rudland  01473 401362 

Derek Barker 01473 327555 Richard Toll   01473 401363 

Leia Dowsing 07841 699081 Lee Gage   07732 753623 

Paul Spalding 07879 844618 André Castle  07730 526674 

Observers 
John Morgan 01473 711699 Steve Gocher  01473 430643 

Paul Newman 01473 620450 Simon Phillips  01473 830671 

Tony Chyc  01206 231782 Chris Smith   01206 251946 

Julian Harvey 01449 770355 Ruth Acworth  07783 007100 

Ross Mckinlay 07986 838028 Tim Murgatroyd  07901 332757 

Kevin Brendish 07854 494041 Craig Evans   TBA 
 

I.A.M. Examiner 
Kevin Stark   07801600378  Neale McConnell  TBC 

 
 

If you would like to help out on the committee come along to a meeting and 

see what you can do to help out, after all many hands makes light work 
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El Presidente 's Chat 
 

A very warm welcome to the November 

edition of the SAM Observer. 

 

I attended the IAM National Conference on 

Sunday the 25th October where I had chance 

to speak with the IAM Chairman Alistair 

Cheyne, CEO Sarah Sillars and Commercial 

Director Lesley Upham.  I attended several 

workshops along with the other attendees one 

of which included discussion around 

attracting and encouraging younger riders to take up Skills for Life.  I'd be 

interested to hear your thoughts on the subject which I'm keen for us to 

promote. 

 

I also attended an evening at Andy Tiernan Classics, in Framlingham, 

organised and announced at last month's group night by Dave Arbon.  Andy has 

an amazingly varied collection of mostly fully restored, vintage machines with 

a large majority of them being for sale.  Nigel Chittock discovered a very tidy 

Stella mini-cycle which we learned, to all of our surprises, was manufactured 

in Ipswich in the 60's by the Stella Motor Scooter Company on Felixstowe 

Road.  Sadly for Nigel it's wasn't for sale. 

http://www.andybuysbikes.com/ 

 

Thanks to Kate for coming along to last month's group night to talk to us about 

their range of motorcycle clothing, accessories, custom leathers and 

involvement in the wardrobe of the new Mission Impossible film, Rogue 

Nation.  Kate has invited us to their factory in the New Year, so keep a lookout 

for upcoming details of a Rideout to Hideout. 

 

At the time of writing we don't have a guest speaker arranged for this month's 

group night on the Tuesday 17th so the evening will take the form of a Natter 

Night.  I hope to see you there as I have a treat for you by way of a clip of 

video of me flying, although not the type you might expect...   

 

Cheers 
 

  Steve 
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New Associate Members 
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members: 
 

David Hunnibell   Vanessa Wild   James Nayler  

And Adrian Tadman who has come from the Essex group   
 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

he will put your name in the next Issue 
 

IAM Test Passes 
 

Congratulations to the members who have passed their  

Advanced test this month. 
 

Chris Sage  his Observer was  Ross Mckinlay 

Kerry Briggs his Observer was Derek Barker aided and abetted 

by Mike Roberts 
 

When you pass your advanced test please let 

Karl Hale or Susan Smith know. 
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Ride Leader Training 
 

I had been thinking about things I can do to give back the club for some time. I 

have thought about being a ride leader before but knowing the routes has been 

an obstacle for me. With bike sat navs now being more affordable I purchased 

a Garmin 340LM and printed off Mikes instructions on the forum how to 

transfer SAM ride routes onto the device. Well it has taken perseverance to be 

able to load routes to the Garmin but I am now at a stage where I feel capable 

of transferring the routes using Mike’s instructions. 
 

Anyway Ride Leader training on 5
th
 September it said in the Sam Observer I 

thought this is for me. I duly emailed Sara to register my interest and received 

route files from Leia. 
 

On the day there was a little rain on the way to Fynn Valley. The classroom 

training included refresher IPSGA training. I found revisiting the classroom 

training very helpful and it is important to know the theory of what we do on 

the road. 
 

We then went out in 2 groups for a practical assessment of our riding and 

ability to lead a group. This went very well though there were some areas of 

my riding I need to work on, but I was encouraged that my riding was up to the 

required standard. 
 

Without ride coordinators and leaders there would be no social rides. The 

training is conducted in a very professional way and I really enjoyed the whole 

process. 
 

Tim 

Wash 
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The Chairman and 

committee of 

Suffolk Advanced 

Motorcyclist’s 

cordially invite all 

members and 

guests to our 

Christmas Party 

Book now to save disappointment 
 

3 course meal  

£25.00 pp 
 

Tickets available  

from  
 

Bryan Duncan 

duncan173@btinternet.com 

07879654122 

01728688864 
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SAM Chrismas Menu 

 

Chef’s Winter Vegetable Soup (v) 
With warm bread for dipping 

Smoked Haddock & Cod Fishcake 
Presented with a citrus mayonnaise and endive salad 

Chef’s Ham Hock Terrine 
With baby leaves, toasted ciabatta & sweet tomato relish 

Warm Goats’ Cheese & Red Onion Tartlet (v) 
Finished with balsamic tomato & rocket salad 

 

---ooOoo— 

Roast Norfolk Turkey 
With chestnut & apricot stuffing, bacon wrapped chipolata 

Slowly Braised Lamb Shank 
On a feta & sundried tomato potato cake with a rich red wine gravy 

Baked Sea Bass 
On a Malden sea salt potato cake with a creamy Champagne, herb & caper 

butter sauce 

Sage & Butternut Squash Risotto (v) 
With roasted butternut squash cubes & garden peas cooked in sage, cream & 

white wine 
 
 

---ooOoo— 

Clementine & Mincemeat Tart 
Topped with a dusting of icing sugar & zesty whipped cream 

Dark Chocolate Roulade 
Served with a red berry compote & chocolate shard 

Iced Mango & Passion Fruit Torte 
Creamy mousse with a sorbet centre & passion fruit coulis 

 

Fynn Valley Fruit Crumble 
Finished with a scoop of melting clotted cream. 
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SAM Theory Evenings 
 

As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly 

after Group Nights, SAM holds its monthly Theory 

Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list of 

important rider skills these nights are an informal evening 

of facts and lively banter all aimed at improving your ride 

based on the information in “How to be a better rider”. 
 

Each session covers one of the four main topic areas; 
 

Overtaking  Planning & Positioning 

Cornering   Gears & Acceleration 
 

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the Skill for Life course, these 

evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on their theory and 

add their experiences and questions to the session. 
 

The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves 

time on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an 

opportunity to discuss any issues you may have generally on your Skill for Life 

Course. 
 

Karl Hale,        SAM Chief Observer 
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COPDOCK 2015 
 

Once again the Copdock Bike Show proved to be a busy one, this was my 

third, I missed last years but this year was the busiest I have volunteered at. 
 

Each time I go, I really enjoyed helping to park the bikes, it’s not very often I 

get the chance to tell other bikers where to go, but at Copdock it’s often 

accepted with a humourist smile, sometimes not, but we ignore them. 
 

We (SAM) are there to pack as many bikes in as possible so keeping them 

close and getting them in straight lines works pretty well, this year we filled the 

whole site and even directed some overflow to the car parking area. 
 

I arrived about 8am, briefing was to be at 8.15, with the weather forecast 

saying it was going to be a good one, we knew it would be busy day and by 

8.30 bikes were arriving and they kept coming in droves until about 1pm. 
 

It had been so hot 

with all our gear on, 

trying to take a quick 

break to get your 

jacket off, proved 

difficult. 
 

Even though the 

switching system 

worked well (directing the bikes from one area to another), there was no let up, 

at one point I felt so hot, my feet and legs were beginning to complain so 

eventually, around 12.30, I gave up and went to have wander around the show. 
 

Luckily, thanks to SAM’s organisation and generosity, all the volunteers were 

kept hydrated with a constant supply of bottled water, we even got the chance 

of a hot cup of tea or coffee, bacon rolls, packets of crisps and cakes, thanks to 

Bernie’s and his camper van, well done Bernie. 
 

As we walked around later, many people were saying that this year’s show was 

the best they had been to and it certainly looked good from my point of view 

and the attendance was brilliant, I hope the organisers agree.  
 

Well done CCMC for an enjoyable show and all the volunteers like myself that 

put in a long hard day’s work and SAM for the very welcome refreshments to 

keep us all going.  
 

Vicky Smith 
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Sunday Rideout 
Interactive DVD’s for Norfolk, Suffolk and 

Essex for Sale. 
100% of proceeds will go to SAM’s chosen charity SARS 

(Suffolk Accident Rescue Service) 
 

SAM became aware of these interactive DVD’s a few years ago when their 

creator Martin Fuller came along to one club night and promoted them. That 

night they were a hit and he had to post out copies to members because he ran 

out of stock.  
 

So what is 

Sunday 

Rideout? 
 

Well Martin 

had a brain 

wave (and 

plenty of time 

on his hands), 

he thought it 

would be a good idea to create a number of routes around the three counties of 

varying lengths. He then rode these routes filming some of the best sections. 

He also visited places of interest together with some places to eat ensuring they 

were all biker friendly. He then set about to create his interactive DVD’s which 

features the filmed rides, the locations worth a visit together with an interactive 

link to visit their websites, maps and route cards which could be printed and 

the routes themselves which could be loaded onto GPS systems. 
 

This is a great way to explore roads and places you wouldn’t normally consider 

and takes the thought out where to go. Martin has heard that we at SAM are 

raising money this year for SARS so he kindly donated 50 sets of the 3 

interactive DVD’s. They would normally retail at £9.99 a set but we are asking 

for only £5.00 per set. Remember the money raised is going to a very good 

local cause. 
 

If you are interested in owning a set of Sunday Rideout they are on sale at the 

front of the hall during club night at Finn Valley.  
 

Karl Hale 
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Saturday Jaunt to 
Southwold 

 

Not having been out much on the bike, I made a special effort to go on the 

October Jaunt to Southwold. I even arrived in good time for the briefing and 

allocation into groups by Martin Drury. It made a pleasant change not to be 

Ride Leader. I parked myself at the back of the group where I could relax and 

admire the riding of my colleagues. It was also a chance to support Tim Wash 

on his first trip as Ride Leader having recently qualified thanks to Leia 

Dowsing's thorough training. 

 
A rather grey damp day with occasional light showers made for an 'OK’ ride. 

At Southwold, strong wind and high tide created entertaining large rolling 

waves under the pier and along the beach. Despite the weather, there were 

plenty of visitors showing traditional English resilience and enjoyment of 

typical summer weather. 
 

A large slice of coffee cake and a cup of hot chocolate in the pier café made up 

for the poor weather. Then it was home to Ipswich accompanied by Richard. 

Back onto the A12 before country lanes at Blythborough, through Leiston, then 

via Snape onto the A1152 to Woodbridge and home in time for the rugby. 

(Well done Argentina but sorry for the Irish lads.) 
 

David Wood 
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GTR VS 
It was a lovely dry sunny day in early October and my Kawasaki 1400GTR 

was booked in for a 22.5K mile service and to have a new rear tyre. The 

Michelin Pilot Road 4GT was on its last legs after 

having carried the portly GTR (and rider) around 

for 12K miles. There was a little bit of tread left 

before the wear bars would become flush with the 

tyre surface but the last couple of rides had seen the 

tyre ‘go off’ really quickly, with the tread 

becoming stepped and starting to feather. I’ve been 

really impressed with these tyres, and the 

grip/confidence they give in the wet is second to 

none, so I would highly recommend them to others. 

Lighter bikes don’t need the GT version so will 

save a few pennies. 

Having booked the bike in at Orwell’s service 

reception, I went off to see what bikes were 

available. I’d tried the 1000cc Versys before 

(though the less pretty earlier model) and knew 

what it was like (mad sports bike engine in a sensible ‘adventure’ styled bike). 

There was, however, a Versys 650 sitting there just asking to be tried. Now let 

me nail my colours to the mast right away. I’m a multi-cylinder man through 
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and through, so getting back on a twin after MANY years was going to be 

interesting. 

Parchment licence photocopied and my signature on the shop’s insurance 

cover, and I’m handed the ignition keys. My first impressions as I walk round 

the bike are that it is quite small and that they’d forgotten to put the top coat 

on. This model has a lot of satin/matt finish, which some of you will know is 

not to my taste, but lots of people like it. The rest of the bike is typical 

adventure style, having a tubular lattice frame and upright riding position with 

wide bars and chain drive. No spoked wheels here, instead cast alloy, and the 

back end has a more sports bike look, with the number plate and lights hanging 

outback on a very slender ‘mudguard’. The most unusual design aspect for an 

adventure bike is the laid over rear shock absorber, coupled with a massive (for 

a small bike) curved swingarm. 

 

As I go to climb on I realise that, despite it looking small it is quite high, and 

compared to my GTR I have to raise my leg quite a bit more to get on. Once 

onboard, it feels almost bicycle like, being very light (to me). Next, the 

controls. All standard fare here, though there’s a digital speedo and trip/mpg 

computer. Mirrors. Where are they?! I’m so used to looking down under my 

hands after many years on Pans and now the GTR, having the mirrors in the 

conventional place on stalks seems strange. Having adjusted them, I still feel 

they could do with being wider. 

Start the engine. Rumble, rumble. The twin kicks into life and the fact that I’m 

no longer on a four cylinder bike is felt through the bars, tank and seat. Not a 

bad feeling, just different. The under bike exhaust at tick-over is quite subdued. 
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Once out on the road the engine smooths out and the bike’s very supple 

suspension soaks up everything our potholed roads can throw at it. Obviously, 

having stepped off the GTR, the Versys 650 feels a little underpowered. 

However it is no slouch and the flexible engine is an eye-opener on twisty B 

roads, like the B1078 from the A140 to Wickham Market, where I conducted 

part of my test ride. You can really 

use your throttle sense to the full 

with the little engine accelerating 

and decelerating in line with your 

every input. Rolling into 30mph 

limits from NSLs is a doddle! This 

flexibility, while using suitable 

amounts of revs, soon disappears 

around town and the delivery 

becomes much more on/off. It is 

very unforgiving (compared to a 

multi-cylinder) of being in too a 

high a gear. Try to accelerate even 

slightly in one gear too high and 

you well be greeted with a very 

snatchy, jerky delivery. 

The handling is very good, with the 

bike quick to turn into corners. 

Given the wide bars, it needs a little 

care not to overdo it with the 

positive steering. Once in the bend with a small amount of throttle applied, the 

bike drives through the corners nicely. As I said earlier, the suspension is very 

supple, like most adventure bikes, so care is required when braking so as not to 

end up doing pogo stick impressions. 

Overall the bike is very easy to ride, has good suspension and is well capable 

of delivering a smile to its owner. I didn’t do enough miles to comment on 

comfort over long distances or to give real world MPG figures, though the 

onboard computer was regularly showing around the 65 MPG mark while I 

was enjoying myself in the twisties. 

Give it a try. The first question you have to ask yourself though is, “Do I prefer 

multi-cylinder engines?”.  
 

Mike Roberts 
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BREAKFAST RUN 2015 
6th December 2015 

Suffolk Water Park, Lorraine Way 

Bramford, IP8 4JS 

Tel: 01473 832327 

http://www.suffolkwaterpark.co.uk 
 

Meet at Stowmarket Tescos IP14 5BE, in good time for 10:00 Briefing and 

subsequent departure. 
 

All riders must attend Briefing. 

 

Ride Co-ordinator is Dean Harris. 
 

Follow the A1120 down to Needham Road, turn right and head for the 

Magpie at Combs Ford. 
 

Turn left up Poplar Hill and carry straight on at the top of the hill when the 

road takes a sharp right. Pass the Old Tannery then turn right at T junction 

into Straight Road. 
 

Take first left then first right passing the old perimeter taxiways at Wattisham 

and eventually coming to the High Street at Bildeston. 
 

Turn right on the B1115 until turning off to the left at Hitcham White Horse, 

taking Bury Road to Brettenham area. At triangle green turn left to Lavenham. 
 

Turn left on B1071 to Great Waldingfield turn on left – B1115. 
 

Turn right onto Powney Street near Milden, left at Boxford church,joining the 

A1071 to the left. 
 

At Hadleigh turn left on Red Hill Road. At red phone box turn left to Elmsett 

joining The Street to the right. 
 

At Offton turn right on Ipswich Road through Somersham. 
 

At Little Blakenham bear left on Pound Lane until meeting B1113 at Great 

Blakenham. 
 

Turn right, the entrance to Suffolk Waterpark is just over half a mile on the 

left. 
 

Gravel driveway and car park - take care. Sidestand puck may be needed! 
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Ride Co-ordinators and 
Ride Leaders 

 

Ride Leaders and Ride Coordinators are the full SAM members that 

facilitate SAM social rides. In order to maintain and hopefully increase 

the club social rides, the club needs sufficient numbers to allow our 

much-loved breakfast, Summer Chip and Winter Saturday Jaunts to 

continue. If you are interested in helping the club, and helping yourself 

by becoming a Ride Co-ordinator and ride Leader, please contact Sara 

Hale or Leia Dowsing to find out more information about one or both 

of these roles. 

 

 

Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader 
 

 David Wood,  Chris Nunn,  Trevor Adams,  John Jenkins, 

Phil Sayer,  Glyn Hill,  Martin Drury,  Bob Page.  Dean Harris 

 

Ride Leaders 
 

 Paul Jocelyn-Brown,  Brian Ellis,  Ken Beckinsale,  Sara Hale. 

Tim Wash 

 

 

 

 

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute 

changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route 

cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, 

so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day. 
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Saturday Jaunt 
12th December 2015 
The Lollipop Diner 

Hepworth 

IP22 2PY 

Tel: 01359 252229 
 

Meet at Beacon Hill services IP6 8LP in good time for 13:15 Briefing and 

subsequent departure. 
 

All riders must attend Briefing. 
 

Ride Co-ordinator is Bob Page. 
 

Take the 3rd exit from the roundabout to Needham Market. 
 

Turn left immediately after the railway bridge, cross over the B1113 and take 

the B1078 to Bildeston. Turn right on the B1115 to Hitcham. 
 

At the White Horse turn left onto Bury Road and follow until the small 

triangle green where a right turn is made. 
 

At the next tiny triangle green turn left onto Dux Street. 
 

Take the left turn signposted Rattlesden Gliding Club. 
 

Turn left at the large triangle green then shortly turn right at the medium 

triangle green. 
 

Turn right at the Hessett signpost carrying on to Beyton Green. Turn left and 

under the A14 to Thurston. 
 

Turn right under the railway bridge, over the mini roundabout and on to the 

A143 at Great Barton. 
 

Cross over to Brand Road, through Troston to the T junction near Honington 

Base. 
 

Turn right, then left at crossroads in Honington village joining the A1088. 
 

Just after the entrance to Euston Hall turn right to Rushford. 
 

Turn right at the T onto Spaldings Chair Hill. 
 

Cross over the B1111 at Barningham, until reaching the A143 at Hepworth. 
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Social Rides 
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the 

vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group 

activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot 

and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage 

to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the 

Group.  Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own 

risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person 

or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road 

tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

 You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the 

route 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 

 Be responsible for your own safety 

 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 

 Have a FULL tank of fuel 

 No more than 5 in a group. 
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A Huge Thank You 
To S.A.M. for supporting me with fundraising for a trip of a 

life time at the World Scout Jamboree in Japan 
 

I started off my 30 hour journey to Japan in Bedfordshire with a group of 

40 others and 4 leader on 24
th
 July 2015. After a 3am start, our journey began 

with 2 planes to Japan and eventually we reached our destination. Following 

this we travelled through Tokyo and took the bullet train to home hospitality 

(HoHo) in Toyama. Despite being exhausted, I was excited to meet my host 

family and on arrival I was dressed in a Kimono and enjoyed typical Japanese 

meal of sushi and noodles along with celebratory fireworks. 
 

The next day consisted of visiting a museum, a temple and a shopping 

mall in which we had a meal out. I finished the day with a family meal back at 

the house, of octopus dumplings and a peach cake for pudding. That night I 

went to bed early ready for the early start travelling down to the Jamboree. 
 

It took us 12 hours to travel from Toyama to Yamaguchi in the south of 

the main Japanese island. Even though it was sad saying goodbye to my family 

and everyone else I met, everyone in the group couldn’t wait for the next phase 

of our trip.  
 

After a few days of settling in we had activities starting with the opening 

ceremony where all 30,000 of us were gathered for a range of entertainment 

including an aeroplane show and welcomes from leaders in Scouting. Whilst 

on the Jamboree I participated in different events including a day trip to 

Hiroshima, and visiting a school for community service, and activities onsite 

like world culture day – where everyone tried a range of food from all over the 

world by walking around different camps – and global development village – 

where we all explored and learnt about different ways of life. Hiroshima was a 

life changing experience and gave me an insight on the terrible disaster of 

1945. Community service was also a highlight and it was amazing visiting a 

school in a rural area to learn about the education system in Japan. There were 

many other facilities on the camp, like a massive pavilion which was like a 

market place, and in your free time you could walk around and make friends 

with people all over the world. Next to our camp were a Brazilian, Hong Kong 

and Danish units, and every night we had a different country round to share 

dinner with. We had a ceremony to conclude our amazing stay at the Jamboree 
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which included a visit from the Japanese prime minister and prince, and some 

popular bands and singers in Japan. 
 

After 12 days on the Jamboree site we all packed up and got a bullet train 

to Tokyo (which travelled at 150mph) and got us to Tokyo for 8pm when the 

city was all lit up. After reaching the hotel, I put my stuff away and adventured 

back into the city for food and a walk around late at night. The next few days 

consisted of sightseeing and we started early the next morning at the top of the 

Skytree with an incredible view of the whole city. I also visited electric city, 

joyopolis (a stimulated theme park), temples, the imperial palace, and finished 

off with the Scouting Tokyo live festival. 
 

It was sad leaving Japan and saying goodbye to my scouting family that 

I’d spent the last 3 weeks with but it was an unforgettable experience. 
 

I would again like to say a huge thank you to S.A.M. for helping me get 

to Japan and I’d both be happy to share more memories and pictures with 

anyone who wishes. 
 

Thanks again 

Charlotte Woodmore  
 

‘Catch a few rays’…!  
Two Observers on a mission. 

 

André - “How'd you fancy catching a few rays?” 
 

Ross – “Well it would be nice to make the most of the late summer 

sun...perhaps the Pyrenees?” 
 

André “Er no not UV Rays...I mean Thornback Rays”. 
 

So here goes, complete with interjections from Ross……. 
 

Well that's how it started, plans were hastily made to pack up our gear and 

vanish into the Trossachs for a week. 
 

Ross - Being an optimist it was at this point I decided to carry out due 

diligence on my wet weather gear! It was found to be decidely lacking! So 

new boots and water proof gloves were purchased spare gloves were packed 

and spare, spare waterproofs were packed! I wasn’t disappointed everything 

was thoroughly tried and tested by the worst weather imaginable! 
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Andre- “You’d think someone who worked outside and lived on an Island 

would at least have some decent waterproofs!” 
 

For those of you thinking this article is about the fishing...well you've been 

lured – hook line and sinker! This is more about our bikes and our comments 

on riding together than our successes on the Loch Etive. 
 

So what's worse than having an Observer follow you on a ride out for a few 

hours? Well I guess having one of your old associates (now an Observer) 

follow you for the best part of 1600 miles. Analysing your every move, for 

mile after mile whilst you navigate across country for 2 days. If there's one 

thing SAM has done for us both it's that we are very honest with each other! 

Here are a few pointers if you intend to ride with a friend on a big trip.  
 

Ross – “Ha ha at least André knows how I feel! And I never said nuffin 

about his dodgy overtakes honest!” 
 

Andre- “thanks Ross…’moving on swiftly’….?something you can’t do on a 

Teneré!” 

 

  Lead rider will find themselves wanting to make progress at the same 

time as navigating and of course coming across hazards first. All of this 

can lead to trying too hard and it has to be clear that the rider is riding to 

their own ability and safety is the over riding factor. 

 

 Secondly that the planned route has to be clear to all riders and you can't 

make assumptions or change your mind without communicating  this to 

the following rider. 

 

 Lastly routine stops should be planned in to allow for fuel and 

refreshment for both bikes and (the riders), never push the limits, we 

found 140 miles was enough in one hit out on the dual carriage way. 

 

Ross - Having someone leading can make you lazy so I found the best way to 

keep my concentration levels high was to constantly critique Andrés riding 

which he found ever so helpful☺☺☺☺! By the way my backside was numb after 

140 miles! The yam may have a bigger seat but it’s certainly not comfortable! 

I think André was spinning out the fuel stops to show off his tank range! Or 

just torture me! 
 

But what about the bikes?   

We wanted to tell you how they compared this is purely our opinions and 
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should not be taken to seriously. With Ross on his Yamaha Super Teneré 1200 

and me on KTM 1050 it was a chance to try out what on paper seem very 

similar bikes. The KTM slightly lighter 230kg (wet) and the Yamaha's 261kg 

(wet) both have 23litres fuel capacity.  The Yam's 106Hp is greater than the 

KTM's 94Hp but with the reduced weight surely they are comparable. Over the 

6 days the KTM appeared to use slightly less juice or the 'displayed' miles left 

were a little more generous. But overall we always filled up together and the 

costs were very close. 
 

Ross- At our first fuel stop after 

brimming the tanks at Ipswich 

we both put 18.31 litres in! 
 

Both bikes were loaded to the 

limit with fishing gear, including 

waterproofs and wellies, they 

both coped well with the 

additional weight, with the KTM 

struggling a bit in the higher 

gears with less Bhp. The bikes 

stood outside all week when not 

in use and overnight rain storms 

did their best to dampen down 

the electrics, both bikes 

withstood this test of endurance. 
 

Over the 1600 miles, we did a considerable amount of Scottish roads including 

a lot of single track tarmac around small back roads and tracks down to various 

Lochs. Our favourite being the North entrance to Loch Etive (Glen Etive) 

12.5K's of pure exhilaration. Both bikes were excellent in these situations. 
 

The KTM seems ‘smaller’ in its overall ride; it's leaner and probably less of a 

full blown 'adventure' bike than the Yam. We rode each other's bikes and 

agreed the Yam feels bigger and its ergonomics (wide bars and sitting position) 

make it feel larger. Best explained by our comment 'you ride 'on' the KTM and 

you ride 'in' the Yamaha'. We agreed that neither bike was truly off road 

material (unless in the hands of a real off-roader) and the tyres were changed. 
 

Onto the 'complicated' stuff, the bikes both have various ride modes, as Ross 

explained to me when I rode the Yam “push this button' close the throttle and 

you've changed mode'. It’s that simple you don't even need to look down, as 

opposed to the KTM menu's and selection process which really is best dealt 
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with sitting still!  We used various modes and none seem to effect economy 

hugely although obviously 'sports' does tend to see you making more ‘use’ of 

the power range. 
 

Comfort, well the KTM seat is lovely...for a while but then it mysteriously 

turns into a plank of wood! The Yam's seat is more of a touring seat and offers 

more support, but still lacks comfort after a long ride. Personally having ridden 

KTM's for years, I'd swap the seat if I was intending to do lot's of long trips. 
 

Cornering, the bikes both stood up to the test, The KTM steering is very direct 

and the counter steering is sharp compared to the Yam. The Teneré is a bigger 

bike and handles very well in all conditions soaking up the poor road surfaces 

with ease 
 

Ross- More than I can say for an errant BMW GS800 rider/naturalist whom 

we fished out of the hedgerow between Inverary and Oban! He appeared 

unscathed as did his bike. He seemed to be struggling with the limit point of 

vision and an extraordinary amount of camping gear. 
 

The KTM is slightly taller than the Yam making it a bit trickier to get on/off. 

Power from these two bikes is very similar, but the power from Ross's Yam 
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(which has been chipped) is much more low down and looses out on top end 

grunt in the higher gears, the KTM 

delivery is smooth across the range 

but looses out, particularly if the 

bike is loaded or uphill at higher 

speeds. 
 

Ross - I was really surprised by how 

linear the ktm’s power delivery is, 

it’s very controllable and the 

throttle was very predictable even in 

sport mode, not the lumpy snarling 

unrefined lump I was expecting!. 

The handling was very instinctive it 

certainly felt more of a sports bike 

than the yam and conditions were 

by no means ideal rain, rain and 

more rain! I keep thinking of the 

KTM as a little bike which it isn’t it 

only gives 150cc away to the yam 

but that’s how it felt! Overall I was 

really impressed with the KTM 

anyone looking for an Adventure 

bike should certainly try one. Compared to the KTM the Teneres power 

delivery is a lot lumpier! It punches a lot harder initially but really the party 

is over by 6500rpm it will rev on to 8 but you are better off selecting another 

cog to make progress! On wet roads the instant throttle response and low 

down drive in sport mode need to be treated with respect, although I never 

saw the traction control intervene once and my rear tyre was way past its best 

having covered 5000 miles.!  You can select T mode but it’s such a flat 

delivery it gets a bit boring even in a monsoon!   Overall the Tenere has more 

torque and is only turning over at 3500 at 70mph. Where the yam scores over 

the KTM and many of its competitors is on build quality and reliability. They 

also have an enviable reputation for being bullet proof motors which is 

always useful! 
 

 Ergonomically the Teneré is much more comfortable and easy to use it’s 

more of an adventure tourer so has bags of space and space for bags. If two 

up is your thing then the Yam would be better. 
 

Niggles, both bikes have side stands that are so close to the gear lever that it's 
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not un-common to put the bike into 2
nd
 whilst trying to lift the side stand or 

selecting first gear when putting it down. Strange as it seems both of us thought 

it was just our bike until we realised both bikes have the same issue. Talking of 

stands, the KTM hasn't got a centre stand which would be useful when on a trip 

to do maintenance or parking on a slope. That probably saves the KTM 5kgs or 

so in weight before considering any real weight saving. 
 

So all in all, which bike would we pick? Well for the journey and all round 

ability, the Yamaha wins, but when it comes to the fun bit the KTM wins on 

grin factor! I like the look of the Yam, but having owned 3, 990's before this 

one, it's the first time I've ever had people walk up saying 'that's a nice looking 

bike' it seems odd that KTM have made a bike that people actually like the 

look of! 
 

Ross - Having tried both bikes and never particularly bonded with the Yam I 

have to say I liked the riding KTM! It made me realise that I have spent the 

last two years hauling around on a bike suitable for two up touring, 

something I never do having put my wife off bikes years ago! It is too big for 

my needs really. Whereas something lighter and more nimble like the 

Yamaha Tracer which has just caught my eye might be more fun! It beats 

them both on price, weight and power so I am off to give that a go! 
 

And now back to the 

fishing….well Loch Etive is a 

tidal sea Loch (5 miles East of 

Oban) where commercial 

fishing is banned. It is home 

to a wide range of species, we 

hired a boat and tackle in 

Taynulit from the local fishing 

club. We hired a static caravan 

which is literally 100m from 

the Loch shore and 200m 

from the Fishing Clubs 

moorings. Fortunately we had 

some insider knowledge on ‘marks’ which helped a lot, we caught numerous 

Spur dogs, Mackerel and my personal favourite was the Thornback Rays that 

had first attracted me to this spot. Loch Etive is a truly magical place it left us 

both 'humbled' to be able to enjoy both our favourite sports in one week 

surrounded by stunning un-spoilt scenery. If you don't like open spaces, you 

like wall to wall sunshine or you have an over whelming desire to go shopping 
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on holiday…...forget this place!   

Ross - At this point we should 

mention some of the very wet 

roads we enjoyed. Did I mention 

the rain! 
 

Inverary to Oban (unless you 

are on an 800 GS!) tight 

technical undulating and 

thrilling. Surface varies but it 

was my favourite. 
 

Fort William to Malaig and then 

back round to the Corran ferry 

was another favourite 
 

The road from Rannoch Moore to Glen Etive (if you are out of the holiday 

season) it’s only single track but amazing! 
 

Warning you will at times come across a very primitive people when in 

Scotland they have developed the two wheeled concept but forgotten the 

engine! Long delays can be experienced particularly on the main routes as 

the cars can’t get past when there are double white lines! 
 

So there goes a 

great experience 

and one we hope 

to repeat, so if 

fancy catching a 

few rays, after 

going on the 

world’s longest 

observed ride. 

Then perhaps we 

can organise a 

bit of a trip next 

year. 
  

Ross and 

André 
 

http://www.sea-fishing-loch-etive.co.uk/ 

http://www.baysandbensholidays.co.uk/ 
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Editorial 
 

Clocks have gone back… and who 

forgot this year?. But not long before 

the days start drawing out again. 
 

Managed to get to club night and took 

the bike, which was a nice dry mild 

night and was quite nice to be back in 

the saddle again not having used the 

dear girl of over a month. And I have 

almost got to 2000 miles this year….  
 

As I write this it’s lashing down outside, Autumn has hit with vengeance, trees 

are shedding its leaves all over the roads, making them nice and slippery. 
 

The club thanks you also to everyone who has sent in an article and if your 

article is not here it’s been saved and will be put in the next issues. But don’t 

give up now, keep scribbling, for those that are new to the club our magazine 

won “Best IAM group magazine” 2012, let see if we can’t beat everyone again 

and win it in 2016. 
 

February is the clubs AGM so if you would like to help the club in planning 

events, promoting the club at shows, or just having a say in things that we get 

up to, why not join the committee.… Wait,  don’t run away. Every club needs 

people to make things happen, bit like our award winning magazine needs 

articles…. Have a think and if you can spare some time to help, please speak to 

Mr Chairman. After all the more you put in to the club the more you’ll get out 

of it. 
 

Safe Riding Felix... Editor 
 

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.  

Tel: 07712649860  

editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com 
 

Thank you 

 
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. ☺ 

But….. what about the rest of you…. � 
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Closing date for copy FridayFridayFridayFriday after club 
night 

 

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or 

send me an email. 
 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride 

outs have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so 

feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will 

have another great magazine to read  
 

Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you 

can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word 

template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has 

all the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman 

as the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts 

the A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate 

to your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page 

  

 

Advertise here 
 

£25 for 
1/8  page 

Annual Advertising 
Rates: 

 

Advertise on the SAM 
website for an 
additional £25. 

 

 Contact: 
 

Felix 07712649860 
 

Sam.editor@btinternet.com 

 

£35 for ¼ page 
£50 for ½ page 
£75 for full page 
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MEMBER INFORMATION  

A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our 

website. Below are some key links members will find useful. 
 

CONTACTS 
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs 

so you can recognise everyone. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs 
 

CALENDAR 
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your 

smartphone.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal 
 

OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER 
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM 

motorcycle test.   Contact: Karl Hale 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart 
 

CARING SAM 
Our customer service & complaints procedures.   Contact: Brian Ellis 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care 
 

DISCOUNT SCHEME 
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM 

membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these 

retailers who give a discount to SAM members.  Contact: David Arbon 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc 
 

ADVERTS 
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our 

online adverts section.   Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads 
 

SHOPS 
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two 

online shops.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop 
 

FORUM 
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related. 

Have a read, and then register to join in.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum 
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SAM Events for your Diary 
 

November 2015 
 

Saturday 14
th  

Saturday Jaunt,. Poplar Nurseries Ltd, Marks Tey, 

CO6 1HR. Meet at Beacon Hill services, IP6 8LP in good time for 13:15 

Briefing and subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing. 
 

Tuesday 17
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed 

by Guest Speaker, Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including 

teas and coffees. 
 

Thursday 19
th
   Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along 

and learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking 
 

December 2015 
 

Wednesday 2
th
   SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf 

Club.19:30 
 

Sunday 6
th
   Breakfast Run, Suffolk Water Park, Bramford. IP8 

4JS. Meet at Stowmarket Tescos, IP14 5BE  in good time for 10:00 Briefing 

and subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing 
 

Tuesday 8
th
   SAM Christmas Meal. 19:00 – 22:00 ticket holders 

only, Contact Bryan Duncan for tickets and details. 
 

Saturday 12
th  

Saturday Jaunt,. The Lollipop Diner, Hepworth, IP22 

2PY. Meet at Beacon Hill services, IP6 8LP in good time for 13:15 Briefing 

and subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing. 
 

January 2016 
 

Sunday 3
rd
   Breakfast Run, TBA, All riders must attend Briefing.  

 

Wednesday 6
th
   SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf 

Club.19:30 
 

Saturday 16
th  

Saturday Jaunt,. TBA,  All riders must attend 

Briefing. 
 

Tuesday 19
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed 

by Guest Speaker, Bar and restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including 

teas and coffees. 
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Thursday 21
st
  Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along 

and learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Planning & 

Positioning 
 
 

 

Note from Editor 
 

Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any 

changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can 

be unpredictable  
 

 

Disclaimer 
 

 

The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group. 

They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view 

that free expression promotes discussion and interests. 

 

 

Norfolk Advanced 
Motorcyclists 

 

3
rd
 Thursday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140, 

Norwich, NR14 8PQ 
 

Chairman,  Rob Chandler,  01493 730409 

Secretary,  Alex Mason,  01603 716735 
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